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I AM FLOODED 

WITH LIGHT 
(Με πλημμηρίζει φως) 

Music – Lyrics: Orestis Koletsos 

Singing: 

Fotini Velesiotou 

Mario 

Thanos Polydoras 

Martha Frintzila 

Valia Tsirgioti 

And the composer

The Ekkremes Publishing House, with the same criteria as always, is opening its’ 

doors to a new branch entitled Melodic Ekkremes. This new chapter focuses on 

presenting talented and rising artists within the realm of quality songwriting. The first 

CD presented is the work of lyricist and songwriter Orestis Koletsos, with the title I 

am flooded with light.  

 

Mr. Koletsos has been a working musician in Athens for over 10 years. With his 

bouzouki, he has collaborated in live appearances and recordings with important 

composers and singers (Nikos Mamangakis, Martha Frintzila, Mario, etc.).  He has 

also performed on noteworthy stages outside of Greece, mainly in the U.S. 

 

The CD I am flooded with light consists of 10 songs, all of which show off  the 

expressiveness of the remarkable singers Fotini Velesiotou, Mario, Thanos Polydoras, 

Martha Frintzila, as well as Valia Tsirgioti, who makes her first appearance on this 

recording. Two of the songs are sung by Orestis himself,  revealing yet another side of 

his musicianship. All of the songs are based on and inspired by the Greek folk 

tradition, while simultaneously diffusing modernity, radiating freshness and 

innovation both musically and lyrically. Lyrics for 3 of the songs were written by 

Themos Skandamis, Giorgos Mandrekas and Sofia Kralli. 

 

Participating musicians: Orestis Koletsos, bouzouki;   Panagiotis Papageorgiou, 

piano;  Jaime Smith, violin;  Ioanna Palla, accordion;  Isidoros Papageorgiou, guitar;  

Antonis Tzikas, double bass;  Panagiotis Sardelis, drums;  Nikos Manikas, percussion.   
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